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ABSTRACT

For systems that require complete metallic enclosures (e.g., containment buildings for nuclear reactors), it is impossible to access interior
sensors and equipment using standard electromagnetic techniques. A viable way to communicate and supply power through metallic
barriers is the use of elastic waves and ultrasonic transducers, introducing several design challenges that must be addressed. Specifically, the
use of multiple communication channels on the same enclosure introduces an additional mechanism for signal crosstalk between channels:
guided waves propagating in the barrier between channels. This work numerically and experimentally investigates a machined phononic
crystal to block MHz Lamb wave propagation between ultrasonic communication channels, greatly reducing wave propagation and the
resulting crosstalk voltage. Blind grooves are machined into one or both sides of a metallic barrier to introduce a periodic unit cell, greatly
altering the guided wave dispersion in the barrier. Numerical simulations are used to determine a set of groove geometries for testing, and
experiments were performed to characterize the wave-blocking performance of each design. The best-performing design was tested using
piezoelectric transducers bonded to the barrier, showing a 14.4 dB reduction in crosstalk voltage. The proposed periodic grooving method is
a promising technique for completely isolating ultrasonic power/data transfer systems operating in a narrow frequency range.
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There is a broad class of engineering applications in which wire-
less power or data transfer is required. For example, electronics operat-
ing in harsh environments, biomedical implants, or remote sensors
may not be accessible using standard electrical cabling. In such situa-
tions, there are a variety of wireless power transfer (WPT) or contact-
less energy transfer (CET) techniques available, such as the commonly
used inductive coupling.1 However, for engineering systems that
require complete metallic enclosures (e.g., containment buildings for
nuclear reactors), standard electromagnetic techniques are made inef-
fective by the skin effect. A viable alternative way to communicate and
supply power through metallic barriers is to use electromechanical
transducers to send and receive ultrasonic waves. An electrical signal
on one side of the barrier is provided as input to a transducer, generat-
ing an ultrasonic wave that propagates to the receiving transducer on
the other side of the barrier. The receiver converts the ultrasonic wave

back into an electrical signal, creating an equivalent electrical transmis-
sion line that spans the metallic enclosure. This ultrasonic communi-
cation channel can be used to supply power via appropriate AC–DC
conversion or to send/receive data using standard communication
techniques. Many researchers have investigated and experimentally
demonstrated this concept for individual channels on metal bar-
riers,2–5 and similar concepts have been explored for deeply implanted
biomedical implants.6–10

Although there have been promising results for power and data
transmission for a single communication channel on a metal barrier, it
is desirable to have both power transmission and data transmission
through multiple channels on a single barrier. These multichannel
systems present a design challenge—specifically, the actuation of each
transmitter generates guided waves that propagate in the barrier,
potentially generating unwanted signal crosstalk on receivers
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elsewhere on the barrier. This electromechanical crosstalk is especially
important for data communication channels, which may have more
stringent operating envelopes for effective data transmission and oper-
ate at a much lower voltage level than power transfer tiles. This prob-
lem was noted by Lawry et al.,11 who investigated a system with
simultaneous power and data transfer through a metal barrier. Their
solution to the crosstalk problem was based purely on signal process-
ing, adding filters to reduce the crosstalk voltage seen by the data
transfer tiles and avoiding the crosstalk frequency and its harmonics
using frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). The approach
described here is intended to supplement these approaches—the com-
plete mechanical isolation of power transfer tiles would potentially
enable higher power throughput and reduced power requirements for
data transfer. Additionally, the use of a mechanical filter for crosstalk
would significantly enhance the robustness of the combined power
and communication systems, which may be inaccessible after
installation.

Thus, to further reduce crosstalk and expand the design space of
multichannel mechanical communication systems, this work investi-
gates a purely mechanical strategy for minimizing electromechanical
signal crosstalk received by data transmission tiles. The approach takes
inspiration from phononic crystal and metamaterial research,12–21

introducing a periodic unit cell to alter the guided wave propagation
characteristics in the barrier. Phononic crystals for Lamb waves have
been explored by various researchers;22–26 however, most of this
research has been limited to relatively small frequency-thickness prod-
ucts (<4MHzmm), and many designs would introduce significant
manufacturing challenges.

Here, a straightforward phononic crystal/metamaterial machin-
ing strategy is proposed to block the guided waves generated by power
transfer tiles, controlling the propagating guided wave modes by
periodically machining grooves into the barrier. Since the frequency-
thickness product is 6.3 MHz mm for the considered system, high-
order symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb waves (S0–S2 and A0–A2)
can be excited in the barrier. As a result, there are multiple guided wave
modes that can contribute to crosstalk, making it challenging to
completely prevent wave propagation over a wide frequency range.
However, for a power transfer tile operating over a narrow frequency
range near resonance, groove designs can be optimized to block wave
propagation at that specific frequency. Groove designs are obtained
through numerical simulation and optimization, and a set of five designs
are tested using an ultrasonic wedge transducer. The best-performing
design is tested using piezoelectric transducers bonded to the barrier,
demonstrating a 14.4 dB reduction in crosstalk voltage. This approach
would allow power transfer tiles to be isolated fully from the rest of the
metallic barrier, effectively eliminating the influence of their actuation
on the ultrasonic communication channels on the barrier.

We consider a system of multiple mechanical communication
channels, each comprising two opposing piezoelectric patches bonded
on either side of a metallic barrier. The piezoelectric patches are poled
through the thickness (normal to the barrier surface) for operation in
the 33-mode. We assume that the opposing faces of each piezoelectric
patch are covered by thin metallic electrodes, such that we can assume
there is a constant voltage across each surface. By applying a voltage to
one patch (i.e., the transmitter), elastic waves are generated that propa-
gate to the opposite patch (i.e., the receiver), which generates an output
voltage. At the same time, this actuation generates guided waves in the

barrier that can propagate to an adjacent communication channel,
resulting in unwanted voltage measurements in the absence of direct
actuation of that channel. The system is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

We aim to minimize crosstalk through the use of periodically
machined grooves in the barrier, which are designed to minimize the
guided wave propagation away from the tiles. This concept is inspired
by the research in phononic crystals, which introduce a bandgap
through a periodic array of a repeated unit cell.12 These machined
grooves must have geometry specifically tuned to the operating fre-
quency of the power tiles, typically their fundamental resonant fre-
quency, and they must maintain the desired electromagnetic shielding
properties of the barrier (i.e., they cannot fully penetrate the barrier or
reduce its thickness too significantly). We consider machining grooves
on one or both sides of the barrier, as shown schematically in Figs.
1(b) and 1(c). The barrier has thickness hb, and the grooves have width
Dx, depth h, and unit cell size a. It should also be noted that this work
only considers a subtractive manufacturing strategy in which material
is removed from the barrier via machining. Similar additive
manufacturing approaches could be considered in which waves are
blocked by adding material to the barrier in a designed fashion. The
additive approach may be necessary for very large structures that can-
not be machined, but it introduces an additional interface between the
barrier and the added material that must be modeled and optimized.

For concreteness, we consider a hb ¼ 3mm thick aluminum bar-
rier. The actuated power transfer channel comprises two 3 cm� 3 cm
�1mm PZT-4 tiles (resonant frequency 2.1MHz), and the adjacent
crosstalk-receiving channel comprises a pair of 1 cm� 1 cm� 0:4mm
tiles placed 2.5 cm from the actuated pair of tiles. To reduce compu-
tational effort, we assume that the grooves are machined parallel to
one edge of the square tiles, and that the tile has lateral dimensions
much greater than the relevant wavelengths in the barrier. Under
these conditions, the assumptions of plane strain can be used to con-
sider only a two-dimensional slice of the barrier perpendicular to
the groove direction, since the guided waves generated by the tile
will not vary significantly in the out-of-plane direction. For the pur-
pose of this study, the groove width was kept at a minimummachin-
able value of Dx ¼ 1mm, while the groove depth h and unit cell size
a were varied to optimize the design. It should be noted that an ideal
design would use a groove width on the order of the smallest wave-
length propagating in the barrier; however, this is infeasible for
high-order Lamb waves with submillimeter wavelengths as in the
system here. Additionally, groove depth was constrained to the
range 0 < h � 0:6hb to maintain a minimum thickness of 1.2mm.
Similarly, the unit cell size was constrained to 1:5mm � a � 2:5mm
for one-sided designs and 3mm � a � 5mm for two-sided designs,
maintaining a minimum spacing between grooves of 0.5mm and ensur-
ing that the overall footprint of the grooved region of the barrier was
less than 2.5 cm. Other applications may require more sophisticated
constraints that could be introduced to the optimization procedure; for
example, pressure vessels may have a minimum required static stiffness
that must be maintained after machining grooves.

A total of ten grooves were placed between the two communica-
tion channels, corresponding to 10 one-sided unit cells or five
two-sided unit cells. Transient simulations were performed using a
seven-cycle 2.1MHz Gaussian sine burst as voltage input to one of the
power transfer tiles. The transient simulation results are summarized
using the root mean square (RMS) of the input voltage, direct output
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voltage, and crosstalk voltage after a fixed simulation time of 30ls to
give enough time for waves to propagate from the transmitting piezos
to the adjacent communication channel. Parameter sweeps of the
groove depth h and unit cell size a were performed to find the groove
geometries with the best crosstalk reduction performance, with results
shown in Fig. 2.

Considering the results of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), it is clear that both
one-sided and two-sided grooving are effective at reducing crosstalk,
with a maximum reduction in RMS crosstalk voltage of 86.8%
(17.6 dB) and 91.2% (21.1 dB) for one- and two-sided grooving,
respectively. One-sided designs are significantly simpler to manufac-
ture, requiring machining only on one side of the barrier. Still, there is
some benefit to two-sided machining: Fig. 2(a) shows that excellent
crosstalk reduction can be achieved with the two-sided design over a
wide range of parameter values (i.e., h=hb > 0:5 and a > 3:7mm),
reducing the effects of slight machining variation between subsequent
grooves.

The parametric sweep results of Fig. 2 show that periodically
machining grooves into the barrier are an effective strategy for reduc-
ing crosstalk. To develop further intuition into the mechanism of
crosstalk reduction, we next consider the dispersion characteristics of
selected groove geometries. The dispersion curves describe which
guided wave modes are able to propagate through the machined sec-
tion of the barrier. To obtain the dispersion curves, we consider 2D
plane strain finite element models of a single unit cell with Floquet
periodic boundary conditions along the propagation direction with
wavenumber k. The dispersion diagrams of the best-performing
designs of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are shown in Fig. 3.

The dispersion results show that the best-performing groove
geometries both exhibit a bandgap near to or including the operating
frequency of the actuated tiles. The one-sided design [Fig. 3(a)] has a
bandgap from 2.1 to 2.13MHz, whereas the two-sided design [Fig.
3(b)] has a bandgap from 2.07 to 2.17MHz. The wave modes at the
edges in each bandgap (inset in Fig. 3) help explain the crosstalk per-
formance of each design. For the one-sided design, there are only two
wave modes near the operating frequency of 2.1MHz. Additionally,
the wave mode at 2.1MHz exhibits motion that is dominantly

localized on the bottom surface of the barrier, producing minimal
crosstalk on the top surface of the barrier at the receiving tile.
Additionally, the stub that is formed between two adjacent grooves
exhibits some resonant behavior: at frequencies above the bandgap,

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the ultrasonic communication system. Actuating the left channel generates guided waves that propagate in the barrier to the right channel, resulting in
a small crosstalk voltage vct. Grooves are machined into the barrier to reduce crosstalk. (b) Side view of the unit cell with one-sided grooving. (c) Side view of the unit cell with
two-sided grooving.

FIG. 2. Crosstalk reduction as a function of normalized groove depth h=hb and unit cell
size a for a fixed groove width Dx ¼ 1mm for (a) one-sided grooving and (b) two-sided
grooving. The blue points indicate the best-performing design for each study.
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the stub motion is symmetric about the normal axis of the barrier,
while below the bandgap, the motion is asymmetric. These two stub
motions couple to the barrier in different ways—the lower-frequency
mode couples to a surface wave on the bottom surface, whereas the
higher-frequency mode couples to a wave that has motion through the
entire thickness. Because these two distinct stub and wave motions
exist at close frequencies to each other, they are able to mix and form a
narrow bandgap. Two-sided grooving introduces even more signifi-
cant mode mixing, as shown by the wave modes at the edges of the
bandgap in Fig. 3(b). In this case, wave propagation through the coiled
pathway formed between adjacent grooves creates significantly more
complex barrier motion. As shown by the inset of Fig. 3(b), at frequen-
cies above the bandgap, motion is largely localized to the un-machined
surface of the barrier. At frequencies below the bandgap, the wave
motion is more evenly distributed through the cross section of the bar-
rier. Again, the close frequency proximity of these two wave motions
enables significant mode mixing and the formation of a relatively
wideband gap. It is notable that in both the one-sided and two-sided
cases, the bandgap forms between a surface wave mode and a
through-thickness wave mode.

It should be noted that the calculated designs can potentially be
applied to other barrier thicknesses or crosstalk frequencies. Each dis-
persion curve specifies a relationship between dimensionless frequency

xhb=cs and wavenumber ka=p, where x is the frequency and cs is the
material shear wave velocity. As a result, scaling the entire geometry of
the unit cell inversely scales the frequency and wavenumber of a given
wave mode. For example, scaled versions of the groove designs in
Fig. 3 could be used in a barrier that is twice as thick by reducing the
targeted frequency by a factor of two. However, constraints on
frequency, thickness of the barrier, and/or the smallest machinable
feature size may necessitate the optimization of additional designs
(e.g., for thick barriers at relatively high frequencies). In the future, it
would be beneficial to develop a library of groove designs that operate
in different frequency and thickness regimes.

For experimental validation of the proposed grooving strategy,
we selected a set of five locally optimal designs from the results of
Fig. 2 to fabricate and test, as summarized in Table I. A set of 3mm
thick aluminum barriers were machined using a 1mm end mill
according to the groove geometries in Table I. For the one-sided
designs, a total of 21 grooves were milled (i.e., 21 unit cells), and for
the two-sided designs, a total of 22 grooves were milled (i.e., 11 unit
cells). First, each groove design was tested using a scanning laser
Doppler vibrometer (SLDV), which measures the out-of-plane velocity
wavefield across the surface of the barrier. An ultrasonic wedge trans-
ducer (Olympus C546-SM, center frequency 3.5MHz) was used to
excite Lamb waves at a center frequency of 2.1MHz and the SLDV
measured surface velocity at a sample rate of 12.5MHz. This experi-
ment was designed to measure the wave-blocking capabilities of each
groove design, and hence, wave propagation was measured along lines
perpendicular to the grooves. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 4(a), and a summary of the performance of each groove design is
shown in Fig. 4(b). All five designs reduced the RMS wave velocity
across the grooved section of the barrier. Design G2.2 was the best-
performing design in terms of wave attenuation, reducing the RMS
wave velocity by 87% (17.7 dB) from one side of the grooved region to
the other. Note that all the designs performed worse in experiments
than in the numerical simulations, which may be due to sensitivity of
the designs to the material properties of aluminum or the variation
between the machined barrier and the exact, perfectly periodic unit
cell from simulations. For example, the numerical simulations show
that design G2.2 is not very sensitive to geometry, located in the
upper-right quadrant of Fig. 2(b). By contrast, small variations in
geometry for the other designs may significantly reduce the crosstalk-
reduction performance.

To characterize the crosstalk-reduction capability of the periodic
grooves, design G2.2 (the best-performing design) was tested using
more realistic piezoelectric transducers bonded to the barrier.

FIG. 3. Dispersion diagrams and selected mode shapes for the best-performing
designs from Fig. 2 for (a) one-sided grooving (h=hb ¼ 0:475; a ¼ 2:05mm) and
(b) two-sided grooving (h=hb ¼ 0:55; a ¼ 4:1 mm). The dashed line indicates the
center frequency of excitation for the transient studies, and the shaded regions indi-
cate bandgaps.

TABLE I. Summary of the tested groove geometries and their numerically predicted
performance.

Label Sides
Groove

depth (h) (mm)
Unit cell

size (a) (mm)
Crosstalk

reduction (dB)

G1.1 One 1.43 2.05 17.7
G1.2 One 0.75 1.80 11.8
G2.1 Two 1.65 4.10 21.5
G2.2 Two 1.50 4.50 19.2
G2.3 Two 0.53 4.10 13.7
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5(a). A single 3 cm� 3 cm
�1mm PZT-4 tile was bonded near the grooved section of the barrier
to emulate a power transfer tile, while two 1 cm� 1 cm� 0:5mm
PZT-4 tiles were bonded on either side of the larger tile to emulate
crosstalk-receiving data transfer tiles. In this way, one of the data
transfer tiles (tile A in Fig. 5) is not protected by the periodic grooves,
whereas the other (tile B in Fig. 5) is protected by grooves. For this
experiment, a seven-cycle Gaussian sine burst at 2.1MHz was used as
voltage input to the power transfer tile, while the SLDV was used to
measure the RMS surface velocity over the relevant section of the bar-
rier. Additionally, the voltage on each data transfer tile was recorded
to compare the received crosstalk voltage. The RMS surface velocity is
shown in Fig. 5(a), and the crosstalk voltages on the two data tiles are
shown in Fig. 5(b).

It is clear from Fig. 5(a) that the surface velocity of the barrier is
greatly reduced by the grooves, such that the velocity near tile B is sig-
nificantly smaller than the velocity close to tile A. This is also reflected
on the voltage seen by each tile in Fig. 5(b), which highlights that tile B
had significantly reduced crosstalk voltage (14.4 dB reduced RMS)
compared to tile A. Overall, this validates the use of grooves to mini-
mize crosstalk, simplifying the design process ultrasonic communica-
tion systems with simultaneous power and data transfer. For example,
power transfer transducers could be paired with an appropriate groove
geometry, enabling the placement of isolated power transfer channels

that would not affect the design or performance of communication
channels elsewhere on the barrier.

In conclusion, this work has investigated the use of periodically
machined grooves to minimize guided wave propagation between
ultrasonic communication channels on a metallic barrier. The groove
geometry can be tuned to the operating frequency of the power trans-
fer channels, preventing or greatly reducing guided wave propagation
away from the tiles by creating a guided wave bandgap in the
machined section of the barrier. Several groove designs were obtained
through numerical optimization and finite element modeling, and
each design was tested using an ultrasonic wedge transducer and scan-
ning laser Doppler vibrometer to validate their Lamb wave-blocking
performance. The best performing design (G2.2) reduced the RMS
surface velocity by 87% over a distance of 10 cm. This design was then
tested using piezoelectric transducers, resulting in a 14.4 dB reduction
in crosstalk voltage. This strategy of grooving to isolate tiles would be
easily extended to 2D, allowing power transfer tiles to be fully sur-
rounded by grooves and isolated from the rest of the barrier. Such iso-
lation would free the design process for barriers with multiple
ultrasonic communication channels, potentially expanding the usable
frequency range for data transfer. On the other hand, machining
grooves into existing barriers may be impractical; instead, individual

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental setup. An ultrasonic wedge transducer excites guided
waves that are measured using a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV), which
measures the out-of-plane velocity along the shown scan line. (b) RMS velocity vs
distance along the grooved section for the groove designs of Table I. For each
design, performance is averaged over three positions along the grooves.

FIG. 5. (a) Image of the experimental setup for groove design G2.2 with bonded
piezoelectric transducers. The measured RMS surface velocity in response to a
seven-cycle 2.1 MHz Gaussian sine burst voltage excitation is overlaid on the
image. (b) Comparison of the measured crosstalk voltage on the two data transfer
tiles shown in (a). Time histories are shown with a 20 ls delay to give sufficient
time for guided wave propagation and neglect transient capacitive coupling between
the tiles.
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panels that are machined and instrumented with ultrasonic trans-
ducers could be incorporated with larger structures.
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